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recommended methods application.
Nomenclature
DTW
ED
GMM
HCTSA
LCSS
𝑚𝑚
MDL
ML
𝑛𝑛
STOMP
TS

dynamic time wraping
Euclidian Distance
Gaussian Mixtures Models
Highly Comparative Time Series Analysis
Longest Common Subsequence
Length of a queried subsequence or motif
Minimal Description Length
Machine Learning
Length of a time series
Scalable Time series Ordered-search Matrix Profile
Time series

A clustering of TS usually comprises a calculation of certain
features of a TS, building feature vectors from this, compare
the TS’s feature vectors to obtain similarity relationships and
calculating a clustering from them [2]. Therefore, in order to
compare a TS clustering method, the aspect of feature
extraction and the clustering algorithm itself have to be
considered. Fig. 1 shows the methods which are part of the
comparison and their interaction. In the state-of-the-art search
various methods for these feature extraction and clustering
have been found. They are referenced and reintroduced briefly
in chapter 2 and 3. Chapter 4 discusses the used datasets and
evaluation indices before the comparison results are presented.
The resulting recommendation of a feature extraction and
clustering method is then shown in an industrial application in
chapter 5 and a conclusion and outlook is given in chapter 6.
The comparison conducted for this paper includes eight
feature extraction algorithms combined with eight different
clustering algorithms. The clustering results are evaluated with
two different performance indices. For this work they have
been implemented or adopted in MATLAB by the authors. Due
to clustering being an unsupervised procedure, evaluating its
performance is subjective. However, a great amount of research
has been invested in trying to standardize cluster evaluation
metrics by using cluster validity indices and many indices have
been developed over the years [7]. For crisp partitions external
cluster validity indices can be used if the ground truth is known
that may cause the difference in behaviour [2]. In a ML use case
in a production environment, this relation is explored and
utilized too.
All algorithm combinations have been tested based on a
large TS database with real world datasets from various fields.
The most accurate and efficient methods were selected and are
recommended as a result of the work presented in this paper.
The recommendations found here are later used in the
implementation of a TS clustering method for a currently
unpublished ML methodology to empower process experts to
utilize ML in analysis of their process data.
2. Feature Extraction Methods
The comparison carried out for this paper includes eight
feature extraction algorithms, which can be categorized by how
they find similarity: shape-based similarity and structure-based
similarity.

Fig. 1. Illustration showing the different parts of the comparison of the feature
extraction and clustering approaches

2.1. Motif Discovery with shape-based similarity
A basic approach to finding similarity in TS is by searching
for similar curve shapes in TS. In general, this is done by
extracting subsequences of a TS with a sliding window,
calculate an accumulated pointwise difference, and looking for
the minimum of this value. Similar subsequences have a low
accumulated pointwise difference and if they occur repeatedly
in similar shapes then are called TS “motifs”. Clustering on
separated motif parts as candidates instead on all possible
subsequences of a certain length is necessary to obtain
meaningful results [8]. This is a popular approach to find
candidates for a TS clustering and the main difference between
the methods lies in the way they calculate the accumulated
pointwise difference In terms of TS the abstract meaning of
similarity and distance can be transformed into one another by
inversion. The DTW distance measure was used because it is
more robust than standard Euclidian Distance against small
errors and local warping, especially when using less than
10,000 data instances [9]. The calculation of the distance
matrix was necessary because two of the feature extraction
algorithms do not output motifs but a distance matrix directly
and some of the compared clustering methods require it (see
Fig. 1).
MK_Motif with and without reuse of motif partners: The
Mueen-Keogh Algorithm for Motif Search (MK_Motif) [10] is
used to search for motifs using the Euclidian distance. Its main
advantage is its calculation time efficiency because the search
order is optimized, and early abandoning is used to maximize
search space pruning in similarity search.
In this paper MK_Motif is implemented in the original
(marked as MK_Motif 1) and a modified version as an
experiment (marked as MK_Motif 2) by the authors. The
intention is to investigate the effect of reusing motif parts which
is not foreseen in the original MK_Motif.
Reusing motifs means that instead of finding a similar pair
of TS subsequences and removing both from the search space
only one is removed. The subsequence that is more similar to
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any third subsequence is kept and can be part of another motif
which opens up the possibility of similarity chains or tree-like
structures. This might have the advantage of creating more
structure and relationships in the feature space in which a
clustering is conducted.

Jones [17], which arose from a comprehensive literature search
on TS parameters, approx. 7,700 statistical parameters are
calculated for a TS. These parameters form a basis for creating
a high dimensional feature vector which offers many different
perspectives on similarity relations.

Symbolic aggregate approximation (SAX): In order to assess
whether a lower-bounding combination of similarity measure
and representational form offers advantages, SAX was selected
for the comparison, which is used together with a Euclidean
distance measure and marked within this paper as SAX with
ED. SAX is a TS representation, which transforms a TS into a
string. The number of time steps that a character represents is
fixed and the discretization of the value range is done in a way
that produces characters with equiprobability (under the
assumption that the TS is normally distributed) [11]. Since
SAX is lower-bounding, the exact motif search with early
abandoning can be done in the summarized form without
having to resort to the complete raw pointwise comparison or
risking false-negatives in early abandoning.

3. Clustering Methods

STOMP: To compare how a computationally very efficient
method performs compared to other methods that work with
and without pruning, the Scalable Time series Ordered-search
Matrix Profile (STOMP) algorithm was included in the
comparison. It solves the problem of TS subsequences AllPairs-Similarity-Search [12] by calculating the matrix profile
and the matrix profile index for the entire TS very efficient. The
matrix profile is a meta-time series which gives the distance of
each position of a TS to its most similar motif partner of a given
length. The matrix profile index is an addition to this, which
contains the indices of the exact motifs for each position [12].
STOMP is only one of several algorithms that utilize a
matrix profile to perform a TS similarity search exceptionally
efficient. It should be mentioned that there are even faster
hardware-specialized successor algorithms, and STOMP was
used as a general purpose example of a whole group of
algorithms which is still in the focus of TS research today [13].
Dynamic Time Wrapping (DTW) and Longest Common
Subsequence (LCSS): In order to include similarity measures in
the comparison, where time warping or disregard of unassigned
TS sections is possible, DTW [14] and LCSS [15] were chosen.
2.2. Motif Discovery with structure -based similarity
Since similarity relationships in TS can not only be
determined by shape-based similarity, representatives of
structure-based similarity concepts are also included in the
comparison. Both methods output a distance matrix directly.
Autoplait: is a method which finds similarity of sections in
the structure rather than in the shape [16]. The Autoplait
algorithm uses Hidden Markov Models as a representation and
matches TS segments as similar that can be approximated by
similarly parameterized Hidden Markov Models.
HCTSA: In addition to the similarity assessment of
structural similarity, there are also similarities in statistical
properties. With the program HCTSA by Fulcher, Little and

Once motifs or features of a TS have been found and a
distance matrix is built a general purpose clustering algorithm
can be applied. Only Minimal Description Length (MDL)
clustering operates directly on a TS. However, a complete
distance matrix is usually very high-dimensional, which creates
problems for some clustering methods.
Therefore, the distance matrix is reduced to a lowdimensional representation for some methods. A technique
known as Multi-Dimensional Scaling is used [18]. It transforms
entities with known distance relationships, rotationally
invariant in a lower dimensional space so that distances are best
preserved.
The direct interpretability of these new centres in the lowdimensional space is no longer given, but this can be recovered,
since only their grouping is of interest and the candidates’ TS
indices remain. Though them it is always possible to find the
corresponding time step of a candidate subsequence in the
original TS.
3.1. MDL Clustering
The core of this approach is that data is approximated with
a model of selectable complexity. To calculate the description
length, the information needed to define the model and the one
needed to describe the delta of the model’s approximation to
the real data is summed up. The description length is low if a
simple model is found that approximates the real data rather
accurate. For a clustering task, the model is typically several
cluster cores and a mapping function. A cluster core is the
average TS of all the TS that are affiliated with a certain cluster.
3.2. Center-based clustering methods
These methods usually need more points than dimensions
for clustering, which is why they require a reduced distance
matrix.
Gaussian Mixtures Models: In statistics there is the notion
of mixed distributions which can identify subpopulations in a
total population. The assumption behind this is that the
observed total distribution is the result of a superposition of
multiple random variables originating from the same
distribution type but with different unknown parameters. In
order to be able to estimate the parameters of the
subdistributions from the observations as a whole, the
expectation-maximization algorithm is used [19]. With this
procedure, the parameters of gaussian distribution functions are
estimated and can be used as definition for a clustering.
Density-based Clustering Methods (DBSCAN & OPTICS):
Since most clustering methods work best on elliptic-shaped
clusters, density-based techniques are included in the
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comparison which are an alternative if clusters have other
shapes. Since these do not work directly with distances between
objects, but with an object appearance density, they are able to
find clusters of any shape. It is also possible to separate clusters
of noise or outliers. A well-known density-based clustering
method is DBSCAN, which was used as an implementation for
MATLAB by Heris [20]. As DBSCAN can have problems with
feature distribution, that have varying densities, it’s derivative
OPTICS was also chosen in the comparison. Here it’s
MATLAB implementation from Daszykowski [21] is
evaluated.

necessary to streamline the comparison because the results as
reported in this paper took over 4.5 months of calculation time
on a single modern computer workstation.
The authors are aware the industrial TS information is not
always one dimensional multidimensional, but these methods
are permissible since most of the methods can be applied in a
multidimensional manner. Moreover, is this set of methods is
part of an ongoing development of a larger ML methodology
in which the TS clustering is preceded by an extensive
prepossessing which performs data cleaning and
dimensionality reduction to mostly univariate TS.

3.3. Agglomerative Clustering and Spectral Clustering

4. Results and Interpretation

Agglomerative clustering: is a hierarchical clustering
method which means it builds a cluster structure that can have
multiple sub-clusters. The specific algorithm used in the
comparison is "Weighted Pair Group Method with Arithmetic
Mean" which is an agglomerative bottom-up procedure for
hierarchical cluster formation [22].
Spectral clustering: is an alternative method of cluster
analysis which uses a weighted graph to derive a special feature
vector and apply a kmeans clustering to it. It uses a form of
representation that particularly emphasizes the cluster
structure.

Evaluation
For the evaluation of the clustering results two indices were
used to assess the permutation-corrected matching of the true
and estimated grouping. The first was the Adjusted Rand Index
[23]. It is 1 in case of a perfect match, 0 for random guessing
and negative if worse. Adjusted means that it considers the
differences in expected matches for clusters of unequal sizes.
The second evaluation index was the symmetric MaximumMatch-Measure [24]. It iteratively matches clusters 1: 1 based
on the maximum value of the confusion matrix.
Since the indices have different ranges and datasets have
varying “difficulties” reporting the absolute sums of the
indices’ values would not be a robust evaluation. Instead the
evaluation is based on the inverse ranks as scores (Higher ranks
mean a better result). The inverse ranks were summed up over
all processed datasets and all evaluation indices.
Feature Extraction Methods

5500
Sum of accuracy inverse ranks

Underlying datasets
As there is no distinctive characteristic for TS in industrial
applications the authors resorted to finding methods that excel
in a broad selection of application fields. The data foundation
for the comparison, consists of data from the "UCR TS
Classification Archive” [6]. It is one of the largest collections
of labeled TS in the world. It contains datasets from technical
use cases, medicine, biology, automation, Internet of Things,
human motion capture, astronomy and many more. The
advantage of using this data is that it has already been used in
numerous scientific papers as an evaluation reference which
provides a good comparability with other works. Also, the
instance labels and true number of clusters are known. To prove
usefulness of the results the recommended methods are applied
in an industrial use case afterwards in chapter 5.
Data in the archive is one dimensional and structured in
datasets which consist of independent instances of TS with a
known correct label and a consistent length. To search motifs
over a complete dataset the instances were concatenated into
one large TS. Therefore, not all positions of this large TS are
allowed as motifs, since motifs have to be restricted to a single
TS instance. In an industrial setting these TS instances might
be production runs or batches being processed at once. This
restriction was implemented by the authors into each feature
extraction methods script except for STOMP, which does not
allow this restriction directly. Therefore, a subordinate script
for the evaluation of the matrix profile produced by STOMP to
was implemented by the authors to ensure permissibility of the
motif positions.
Not all datasets of the collection were used for two reasons:
1) after the first 20 datasets the results did not change in a
magnitude that would alter the results. Nevertheless, the
calculation was continued for 16 more datasets 2) It was

HCTSA

5000
4500
4000

MK Motif 1

3500

Autoplait
STOMP

3000
2500

SAX with ED
DTW

LCSS

MK Motif 2
0

100

200

300
400
500
Calculation time in sec

35700 35800

Fig. 2. Accuracy vs. calculation time for feature extraction methods

As seen in Fig. 2 the feature extraction method which
produced the best accuracy over all clustering methods is
HCTSA but it is needs 60x more calculation time than the next
best method. Because feature extraction is by far the most
resource intense part of TS clustering, one should rather use a
motif search MK_Motif 1 for this task if calculation time is an
issue.
Although MK_Motif 1 is faster than STOMP in this
comparison, an unimpaired Matrix Profile algorithm that is
allowed to use all positions of the search space will be faster in
most cases [13]. Since all three will generate exact motifs, the
expected accuracy should be close to same. Accuracy
differences in this comparison are due to the script that restrains
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STOMP or due to rounding within the calculation of ranks as
no double ranking was allowed.
It becomes obvious that reusing motifs in MK_Motif 2 did
not help in the accuracy of the clustering, so a practitioner
should resort to the original Mueen-Keogh motif algorithm.
Presumably this happened because motifs found with
MK_Motif 1 are more independent of each other and have more
discrimination potential as they are more distinct which
improves their potential as a clustering feature.
Clustering Algorithms
Sum of accuracy inverse ranks

4250

Agglomerative Clustering k-medoids

4000

k-means
OPTICS

DBScan

3750
3500

Spectral
Clustering

3250

GMM
MDL

3000

5

clustering should be used.
Once typical clusters of a production line’s TS are known
they can be interpreted and associated with machine states or
products or operation mode depending on what shows
significance or what is of interest. For this clusters can be
altered (e.g. split/merged/shifted) in an interpretation by a
knowledgeable process expert as a significant grouping in
terms of a feature vector must not necessarily have a relevant
meaning in terms of a production process.
If the clusters are interpreted and assigned to known relevant
machine states, they can be used for TS classification or further
data-based automation. For example, current or past machine
TS could be classified to machine states and hence enriched
with meta-information. This could be used to indicate a certain
wear (to support a predictive maintenance strategy), structure
an otherwise flat TS, visualize machine activity or ease further
information processing like adjusting data aggregation or
training neural networks.
5. Use Case Machine State assignment
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Fig. 3. Accuracy vs. calculation time for the compared clustering methods

Fig. 3 shows that agglomerative clustering and k-medoids
scored higher accuracy ranks more often than others. But it
needs to be said that all methods results are close together,
except for MDL Clustering. Likely MDL scored worse because
it requires to find the correct number of clusters itself instead
of all others which take this information as a parameter. This
limits the comparability but if this parameter is not given this
method can be a practical option. If the cluster number had to
be guessed otherwise there are separate algorithms for that,
which can be very resource intensive too.
Since the database is used by other researchers the results
can be compared to those of other works. For example Tamura
and Ichimura [4] tested a novel distance measure based on
SAX, compared it to other distance measures and reported its
rand index in clustering on this database using k-medoids.
Their results scored on average 10% higher than the values of
this paper which might be due to the differences between rand
index and adjusted rand index. Zhu, Batista, Rakthanmanon
and Keogh [5] use the UCR archive data to test clustering
performances of a novel distance measure and Lin, Vlachos,
Keogh and Gunopulos [3] use it to evaluate an incremental
clustering method. Both are limited to only selected datasets of
the archive. For the few datasets which were used there and in
this work the results could be confirmed.
Interpretation
As a result of the comparison the following recommendation
for a TS clustering task is given: If calculation time is not an
issue, then HCTSA should be used to find a distance matrix.
Otherwise for faster calculation either STOMP or the original
MK_Motif should be used depending on whether all TS
positions are allowed as motifs or not. For clustering of the
distance matrix either k-medoids or an agglomerative

Fig. 4 shows a set of 1,000 already preprocessed univariate
anonymized movement measurements taken from an ongoing
research project at the TU Wien pilot factory Industry 4.0 [25]
about robotic arm degradation. In Fig. 4 it may be visible that
there are two groups of curve shapes. The upper corresponds to
the initial state and the lower to critical levels of degradation.
But since the degradation only results in a variance in the curve
that is lower than the overall curve’s variance it is hard to detect
the onset of degradation before it is severe. With ML based
machine state detection that uses the recommended methods
this becomes possible.
At first a high dimensional feature vector is built for each
measurement dataset and transformed into a distance matrix by
HCTSA. No parameters had to be set, and standard settings
were used. The distance matrix was then clustered to the
desired number of clusters (four was chosen) with “Weighted
Pair Group Method with Arithmetic Mean” linkage
agglomerative clustering. This resulted in the four curves
shown in Fig. 5 that represent the cluster cores as a mean of
each cluster. Upon consultation with the researchers at the pilot
factory the clusters could be linked with an onset, and an
advancing of the robot arm degradation. In the future a new
measurement can be compared to these four cluster cores and
if a similarity is detected then a degradation level can be
assigned. Thanks to the hierarchical character of the
agglomerative clustering different sub-clusters to each
degradation level can be identified (by using more clusters)
which can be used to help in a detailed investigation in a fault
analysis. The calculation of HCTSA on all measurements took
72 minutes. The curves which belong to a critical degradation
were all put in the same cluster with a Maximum-MatchMeasure of 0.98, the initial level curves were clustered together
with a Maximum-Match-Measure of 0.93.
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Fig. 4. All Measurements
of the industrial use case
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Fig. 5. Identified clusters

In the comparison calculation and the use case each instance
corresponds to a meaningful label or state. In a general
industrial use case, the data might have instances which cannot
be assigned a meaningful label as they might be outliers,
transition states or the measurement was corrupted beyond
correction. In these cases, it makes sense to provide a label or
cluster for outliers and otherwise unclustered instances. [26] If
a motif search is used for feature extraction the maximum
number of extracted motifs should be limited so that not all
possible TS subsequences have to become a candidate.
6. Conclusion and Outlook
This paper presented and compared different feature
extraction and clustering methods in order to recommend
practitioners algorithms for TS clustering. The utilization of
this recommendation for machine state detection was
showcased with an industrial real-world example.
It was found that it is advisable to use HTCSA as feature
extraction and k-medoids for TS clustering. If the application
calls for a fast calculation feature extraction with MK_Motif or
a Matrix profile algorithm like STOMP are faster alternatives.
With these methods it is possible to form clusters from
machine TS. These can then be easily interpreted and assigned
to meaningful machine states which opens a plethora of
potential uses.
However, in practice some aspects which were given here,
due to space limitations, are not easy to achieve. For example,
a procedure that dictates how TS instances are formed or how
outlier cleaning should function is often complex and depended
on purpose. But these tasks are topic of many existing research
works and are definitely feasible. [27]
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